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The commerce journey is occurring
across multiple promotional channels...
The average business in the Asia-Pacific uses 5
promotional channels.
•• 96% of businesses use email and websites
•• 90% use word of mouth
•• 89% use social media
•• 77% use mobile apps.

...and increasingly online...

5

percentage
points

higher utilisation
of digital channels
is preferred by
businesses

...with substantial benefits for business.
A 5% increase in the share of customer
purchases conducted digitally is associated
with 3.5% rise in revenue growth or a
$525,000 additional revenue for a business
with revenue of US$15 million

However, there are barriers to
digital adoption for business.
Integration

Cost

•• Australia

•• India

•• New Zealand

•• Japan

•• China
•• Singapore
Cited by 25–28% of businesses
ii

Cited by 26–31% of businesses
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Executive summary

The commerce journey is increasingly
occurring across multiple physical
and digital channels. Businesses have
opportunities to interact with potential
customers across these channels and it
is important that they make the most
of each of these interactions.
‘Experience commerce’ is the focus on
the end-to-end e-commerce journey,
using the personalisation of content to
present relevant campaigns and product
recommendations to customers across
multiple channels. The end-to-end
customer journey and the focus on the
customer experience should be at the
forefront of business considerations.
While physical stores have traditionally
had a strong customer experience focus,
digital channels have been characterised
as broad reaching, low-cost channels
to market. However, as more and more
customers are making decisions and
purchasing online, businesses need to
ensure the online customer experience
is as engaging as the physical one.
For businesses considering their
multi-channel strategy, this research
finds that websites and email
remain the most important tools for
businesses in providing information to
and communicating with their customers.
72% of surveyed businesses in the
Asia-Pacific region noted that a website
was very important to their business
operations, a much higher proportion
than any other traditional or digital
channel. This reinforces that websites
are more than just an online shopping
cart. They are a channel to market on
which businesses must create engaging
commerce strategies.

Businesses would ideally like to see
more of their operations online,
preferring 5 percentage points higher
utilisation of digital channels.
This aligns with our economic modelling,
which finds that for every 5% increase
in the share of customer purchases
conducted through digital channels
there is an associated 3.5% increase in
revenue growth. That is, for an average
business with revenue of around US$15
million, this would be associated with an
increase in revenue
of around US$525,000.
While businesses are consistently
shifting away from traditional channels –
face-to-face and telephone – transactions
are shifting to a number of digital channels
– web, app, social media platforms and
email. This shows that customers rather
than businesses are driving the pace
of change through demonstrating how
they want to interact with businesses,
rather than business simply driving the
shift to online channels to reduce costs.

About this study
This report, commissioned by
Sitecore, aims to understand
commerce trends and business
perspectives across the Asia-Pacific
region and to present
recommendations and an action
plan for commerce success.
The analysis in this report draws
on the findings of a survey of over
1,000 businesses located in the
Asia-Pacific region (including Australia,
New Zealand, Japan, China, India
and Singapore) with over 250
employees, as well as case studies
with Sitecore customers.

The need to maintain multiple channels
can create problems for businesses.
The average business in this research
makes sales through more than 5
digital and physical channels, with each
accounting for less than 25% of sales. This
is why some of the expected productivity
benefits associated with digital are not
being realised and why benefits may
be more likely to be realised through
higher revenue than reduced costs.
Businesses will be most efficient if they
have a commerce system that operates
consistently across these multiple
channels. Sales through a number of
channels also poses the risk of friction
between channels or the risk that one is
detracting, rather than adding to
the customer experience.
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The research also highlighted the
benefits and opportunities from
streamlined commerce systems.
Over 60% of businesses have multiple
digital platforms for different commerce
stages and 57% reported paying too
much for a suite of systems from different
providers. The use of multiple systems
across the sales and marketing cycle
is resulting in higher costs and may be
contributing to integration issues.
While businesses look to increase their
online operations, the biggest barriers
to adopting digital commerce tools
are integration with legacy systems
and cost. Cost was identified as the
biggest barrier for businesses in India
and Japan, while integration issues
were the most limiting factor in China,
Australia and New Zealand. Another
challenge for businesses in the changing
commerce environment is keeping on top
of engagement with consumers. Given
that four out of five businesses believe
that consumers are increasingly expecting
faster online responses to questions or
issues, their digital tools should facilitate
this interaction.
There can be benefits for businesses in
streamlining their commerce systems.
For example, if a business is running
different web and commerce systems
based on different programming languages
(such as Java, PHP and .Net) and splitting
operations across multiple systems,
there is duplication of staff and different
skills required across their workforce.
There may also be duplication in
infrastructure and managed services.
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This may be necessary for some
businesses with specialised needs,
but for the majority, an integrated
and consistent system using a single
programming language could increase
efficiencies and save the ongoing cost
of training that comes from users
having to switch between multiple
systems from different vendors. The
majority of businesses (81%) expressed
that collecting customer insights and
data is important to their operations.
Data analytics, made possible through a
system that captures information along
the customer journey, can unlock powerful
insights into customer behaviour and allow
businesses to personalise communications
and provide relevant information to
potential consumers, which is more likely
to be effective in driving sales.
After this, businesses will next need to
increasingly personalise the customer
experience, providing relevant and
engaging product content on an ongoing
basis. This could assist in the realisation
of benefits such as increased sales and
customer retention, meeting customer
expectations and keeping up with local
competitors. 82% of businesses in the
Asia-Pacific region recognise the
importance of continual customer
engagement even after the sale has
ended, so a streamlined system will
provide greater visibility across the
end-to-end customer journey.
There are three key actions for
businesses to improve their focus
on experience commerce.

Summary of key actions
1. Embrace the multi-channel
customer journey and ensure
a consistent experience across
physical and digital channels
2. Invest in an integrated and
consistent system that can
bring customer data together
from multiple sources while
increasing efficiencies and
reducing staff costs
3. Analyse customer data
and increase the scope of
personalised communication
with customers.
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1. Key features of
experience commerce
‘Experience commerce’ is the focus on
the end-to-end ecommerce journey,
using the personalisation of content to
present relevant campaigns and product
recommendations to customers across
multiple channels. The end-to-end
customer journey and the focus on
the customer experience has become
particularly important in recent years as
the channels to market and opportunities
to interact with potential customers have
increased in a digitally connected world.
While physical stores have traditionally
had a strong customer experience
focus, consumers are no longer solely
shopping in-store with online shopping
now just as popular as a preferred way
to shop (Wallace, 2017). Digital channels
are commonly perceived by businesses
to be a cheaper channel to market with
broader reach than physical stores, but
as consumers spend more time shopping
online, they are becoming increasingly
influenced by the experiences they get
from businesses (Newman, 2015).

The commerce journey is increasingly
occurring across multiple digital and
physical channels with customers typically
interacting with more than one channel in
their shopping journey. It is not uncommon
for customers to see an advertisement on
their mobile phone, research the product
on a tablet, visit a store to see the product
and talk to sales assistants, complete the
purchase via the business’ website and
receive follow-ups via email.

Personalisation of information based
on behavioural triggers, through data
analytics, is a key part of experience
commerce and can result in a number
of benefits for business and customers,
including higher sales and customer
satisfaction (Rawson et al., 2013).

In a world of multi-channel engagement,
providing a personalised and consistent
customer experience across channels is
important. Consumers prefer a seamless
shopping experience, not having to start
from scratch as they move across channels.
In the end, consumers see the channels as
a simple way of communicating and want
to have an easy interaction with a company
through whatever channel they choose
(Hyken, 2017).

Figure 1.1. The customer journey across multiple channels

Advertisement

Research

In-store visit

Online
purchase

Follow-up
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1.1 Importance of personalised
content and experience
Using data and personalising the
content presented to customers can
help to improve customer acquisition
and retention by allowing businesses
to know and target individual
customers. This is particularly important
given that nearly nine in ten consumers say
that personalisation has some impact on
their purchasing decision (Lindsay, 2014).
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Sitecore (2017) presents a case study
of a positive and negative customer journey
(see Figure 1.2). These cases emphasise
that by successfully integrating content
and commerce, businesses typically have
a higher chance of converting a sale.
Businesses can target customers with the
right message by monitoring a customer’s
browsing history, social media content and
previous purchases. In most cases, this will
lead to an effective customer experience
and an ongoing relationship between
customer and seller.

Sitecore

Figure 1.2. A shopping experience integrating content and commerce

Positive experience

Negative experience

•• Mike browsing for hiking boots
on website

•• Blind marketing sends promotional
material to Mike for wetsuits to
which he immediately deletes
because he has no interest in
a new wetsuit

•• Data analytics are used to collect
data on Mike’s previous search
history on the website and his social
media activities

•• When Mike adds a pair of boots to
his shopping cart but fails to make
the purchase, he is re-marketed
with a wetsuit.
This causes Mike to get annoyed
and frustrated with the irrelevant
product promotion and purchases
the boots from a competitor.

•• Automated marketing to be sent
to Mike that provides offers that are
directly relevant to his hiking needs.
•• Mike adds a pair of boots to his
shopping cart but fails to make
a purchase. Within 24 hours, the
commerce system triggers an
automatic email to remind
Mike of his abandoned cart, causing
Mike to buy the boots and other
items recommended
in earlier offers.
•• The journey does not end there.
Personalised follow-up emails and
instructional, helpful information
about how to maintain his boots
are sent to Mike, along with
recommended companion
products (e.g. boot conditioning
cream). This engenders loyalty and
further purchases.

Mike's
shopping
experience

Source: Deloitte Access Economics, based on Sitecore (2017)
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1.2 Business insights
There are benefits for businesses that
are able to successfully manage the
customer experience across multiple
channels. Providing a positive customer
experience is important given the level
of competition in the market. One way to
achieve this in a multi-channel environment
is for businesses to personalise their
communications with customers. According
to a study conducted by Teradata (2017),
47% of businesses cited improved
customer experience as the primary
benefit of personalised campaigns.
Companies that strive to make a
customer’s experience easier and more
convenient are also likely to gain higher
revenue and sales. It has been found
that 50% of customers will engage more
frequently with a company after a positive
customer experience (Miller, 2017).
1.3 This report
This report, commissioned by Sitecore,
aims to explore commerce trends in the
Asia-Pacific region.
To inform the analysis, this report draws
on the findings of a survey, based on over
1,000 businesses located in the Asia-Pacific
region (including Australia, New Zealand,
Japan, China, India and Singapore) with over
250 employees, as well as case studies with
Sitecore customers.
The purpose of this report is to understand
commerce trends and business
perspectives across the Asia-Pacific region
and to present recommendations and an
action plan for commerce success.
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QNET: personalising the direct selling customer experience
QNET, a direct selling company for consumer products, was established 19 years ago
and now distributes globally to over 100 countries, connecting a customer base of
just under 10 million. QNET has offices in 25 countries with its head-quarters in
Hong Kong and a presence in Asia, Middle East, Europe and Africa.
QNET’s operations are 100% online, with every transaction running through its
proprietary ecommerce platform. Its customers include both retail customers and
its network of independent representatives. Ivan Woo, QNET’s Chief Information
Officer based in Hong Kong, believes there are three key factors essential for
success in commerce ‘making the experience as simple as possible, making the
transaction as fast as possible and facilitating the transaction on the consumer’s
preferred device’.
QNET sees the value in personalised customer experiences. As their
representatives grow their networks, the information provided to them is tailored
to their needs.
In order to maximise the customer experience, QNET leverages the tools available
within its current ecommerce system. In particular, this system offers analytic
capabilities that allow QNET to study the behaviour of its customers and tailor their
marketing strategy to what customer segments want. QNET believes that the
personalisation of the customer experience provided by its platform ‘maximises
the company’s return on investment’.
Operationally, QNET’s commerce system has also ‘dramatically improved usability’
by consolidating all of the company’s previous legacy systems.

Sitecore

2. Commerce snapshot
across Asia-Pacific
2.1 The shift online for
consumer and business
The Asia-Pacific region consistently
exceeds the global average of adoption
of online retailing options, in the midst of
increased mobile adoption and penetration
(Nielsen, 2015). Studies have estimated the
region to be the largest B2C (business-toconsumer) ecommerce market with the
majority of the $US770 billion in turnover
coming from more mature markets like
China, Japan and Australia (Birmingham
& Griffith, 2016).

Chart 2.1 shows that based on the current
operations of businesses, 41.8% of
customer purchases are made through
traditional channels (face-to-face and
telephone), while 56.4% of purchases
are made digitally (email, website, other
online, mobile site/app and social media).
Businesses in China and India currently
lead the region in terms of digital
ecommerce maturity with an average of 66%
of transactions occurring through digital
channels, compared to 58% in Australia.

The shift online is happening faster
than expected. In a recent study of
Australian small-to-medium business
enterprises (SMEs) conducted by Deloitte
Access Economics (2017a), the shift away
from face-to-face sales which was expected
to occur in five years was almost achieved
in the past year. A similar shift is occurring
across the Asia-Pacific region with the
ideal mix of channels including a greater
focus on digital channels relative to
traditional channels.

This share of digital sales appears higher
than other measures, which for example,
find that retail e-commerce in the AsiaPacific region accounts for around 10%
to 15% of retail sales in 2017 (Go-Globe,
2017 and Statista, 2017). This difference
could reflect the sample of businesses
in the survey, which included businesses
focussing on B2B operations, the number of
digital touch-points for customers in making
purchases, differences across product
categories and regional demographics and/
or the difference between value and volume
of sales via digital channels.

Chart 2.1. Current channels for customer
purchases of goods and services

Chart 2.2. Ideal channels for customer
purchases of goods and services

1.8%

While businesses are consistently shifting
away from traditional channels – faceto-face and telephone – transactions are
shifting to a number of digital channels –
web, app, social media platforms and email.
This shows that it is customers rather
than businesses driving the pace of
change through demonstrating how they
want to interact with businesses, rather
than business simply driving the shift to
online channels to reduce costs.

1.6%

10.2%

10.0%
29.0%

9.0%
8.2%

26.2%

10.5%
9.2%

14.6%

14.4%

14.8%

16.8%

12.8%

Face-to-face

However, businesses in the region would
ideally like greater utilisation of digital
channels with Chart 2.2 suggesting a
4.9% desired increase in the use of digital
channels. This result is largely driven by
businesses in Australia and Singapore, where
digital utilisation for customer purchases is
currently below the regional average.

Email

Telephone

Website

Source: Deloitte Access Economics survey (2017), Research Now

10.9%

Other online

Mobile site/app

Social media

Other
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Blackmores: capitalising on the use of multiple channels
The world’s biggest online shopping event, China’s Double Eleven festival or ‘Singles’ Day’, reached new heights in 2017 with
US$25.3 billion in purchases, 39% higher than 2016. Of these purchases, 90% were made via mobile phone, a clear sign of just how
important this channel has become as part of a business’ retail strategy.
Blackmores, one of Australia’s natural health companies, was able to effectively raise brand awareness in the lead-up to the event
by utilising a combination of digital and physical channels. On the digital front, Blackmores not only exposed a million Huawei
mobile-savvy consumers to banner ads, but also conducted a three-hour livestream with a female online influencer in Alibaba’s
Tmall, successfully attracting more than half a million live viewers at one time. To complement these digital efforts, Blackmores
engaged their one million Weibo and WeChat fans with a video featuring Li Na, search engine marketing programs, upgraded
promotion pages at Kaola and a Blackmores Virtual Gymnasium at Kaola. For the 2nd year running, Blackmores erected a billboard
in Times Square, New York to increase brand awareness internationally.
The successful multi-channelled approach to advertising used by Blackmores significantly enhanced company sales during the
event and contributed to Australia being the third-largest overseas source of products bought during the event. Blackmores sales
through Tmall platforms more than doubled and they also saw high double digit growth on other ecommerce platforms during the
Double Eleven festival and added significantly to the brand’s fan base on social media.
Source: Blackmores

The need to maintain several commerce
channels can create a problem for
businesses. This is why some of the
expected productivity benefits associated
with digital are not being realised and in
some cases, multi-channel benefits are
more likely to be realised through higher
revenue than reduced costs. Businesses
will be most efficient if they have a
commerce system that operates
consistently across these multiple channels.
2.2 Commerce readiness
Websites are the most important tool for
businesses in the region looking to convey
information about their products and
services to customers. 72% of businesses
said that a website was very important to
their business operations, a much higher
proportion than any other traditional or
digital channel (Chart 2.3 below). That
said, the importance of websites varies
across the region, with 82% of businesses
in India seeing websites as very important,
compared to just 58% in Japan.
6

On the other hand, only 49% of
businesses across the region saw word
of mouth as being important. This varies
somewhat between countries in the
region. Businesses in India placed larger
importance on word of mouth with 60%
of businesses saying that it is very
important to their operations, as compared
to only 30% in Japan.
Digital channels, such as social media,
email and websites, are very important to
the operations of businesses in the region
(Chart 2.4 below). Across the region, we
still see email and websites as important
tools for communicating with customers.
Email is still one of the most effective
communication channels because it is low
cost and can convey lots of information
by allowing the attachment of images and
videos. Websites are not only shopping
carts but also an additional marketing
channel and opportunity to collect
customer data.

In the face of other new technologies,
the next step for businesses will be in
using software to assist in personalising
their email interactions with customers,
making the most of opportunities both
pre- and post- sale to provide relevant and
timely information to their customers.

Sitecore

Chart 2.3. Tools used to provide information about products and services
100%
80%
60%

46.8%

46.6%

46.1%

40.0%

38.1%

41.6%

10.4%

13.3%

15.3%

12.3%

Word of
mouth

Search
marketing

Online
reviews

Other
websites

49.7%

49.1%

38.3%

40.6%

8.7%

12.0%

PR campaigns
or events

Traditional
media

52.1%

50.9%

38.6%

40.4%

9.3%

72.0%

40%
20%
0%

23.9%
4.1%

Website

Online
advertising

Very important to business operations

Use to a small degree

Don’t use

Source: Deloitte Access Economics survey (2017), Research Now

Chart 2.4. Mediums used to communicate or interact with customers
100%
30.1%

30.9%

80%

45.2%
57.2%

52.2%

44.3%

51.2%

63.9%

58.5%

59.1%

51.0%

45.2%

60%

34.9%

41.9%

40%

37.1%
31.6%

20%
0%

32.3%

30.9%
34.8%

31.8%
10.6%

10.1%

Social
media

Mail

17.7%

23.3%

13.6%

4.4%

E-mail

33.8%

35.1%

37.8%

28.0%

Blog

50.1%

Custom
Mobile
publication
app

Very important to business operations

CRM
software

6.7%

7.6%

15.2%

Website Customer In-store
relationship
or sales manager

Use to a small degree

39.9%

33.3%
23.9%

34.2%
10.0%

Loyalty
program

Pop-up
store

Events or
activities

Don’t use

Source: Deloitte Access Economics survey (2017), Research Now
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3. Benefits of a more developed
digital marketing strategy
3.1 Revenue benefits
The commerce journey is increasingly
occurring across multiple physical and
digital channels. In particular, businesses
utilising digital channels are seeing
significant financial benefits. That
said, in order to realise these benefits,
businesses need to make sure that the
use of these digital channels is
personalised and provides a consistent
customer experience.
Our analysis has sought to quantify the
link between digital commerce channels
and revenue growth for businesses in
the Asia-Pacific region.
In order to analyse this relationship, we
modelled the proportion of customer
purchases conducted through digital
channels (email, website, other online
platforms, mobile and social media) against
revenue growth, based on the survey data
collected from businesses in the region.
It was found that there was a positive
correlation between the use of digital
channels and revenue growth.
The regression analysis estimates that
for every 5% increase in the share of
customer purchases conducted through
digital channels there is an associated
3.5% increase in revenue growth.
That is, for a business with revenue of
around US$15 million, this would be
associated with an increase in revenue
of around US$525,000. It is important to
note that this is not measure of return on
investment, but an estimate of the benefits
of increasing use of digital channels.
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This analysis controls for location, number
of employees and the industry that the
business was operating within. A more
detailed discussion of the modelling is
presented in Appendix A.
3.2 Achieving better
business outcomes
Businesses that are integrating digital
platforms and not relying solely on
traditional channels are experiencing
better outcomes. Notably, 72% of
businesses in the Asia-Pacific region have
a commerce system that accommodates
their current business structure (Table 3.1
below). However, this also means that over
a quarter of businesses do not have
a system that meets their needs and may
be missing out on critical opportunities.
Commerce systems are enabling enhanced
data analytic capabilities to which
businesses are increasingly using to better
manage customer engagement. 70% of
businesses in the Asia-Pacific region are
using personalised marketing and
tailoring messages based on previous
purchases or browsing histories. This
is consistent with previous research where
it has been shown that businesses often
collect more consumer data than market
data (Massey University, 2016).

By enabling businesses to target
individual customers, the level of
customer engagement in the
Asia-Pacific region has improved
substantially, especially considering
that customers in the region have one
of the highest willingness to use digital
retailing options globally (Nielsen, 2015).
Consequently, 80% of businesses
indicated that they had higher customer
engagement than five years ago.
That said, over half of businesses have
lost revenue or sales through inadequate
commerce platforms. This suggests
that there is opportunity for business
to improve because the right digital
marketing strategy is still unknown
for many businesses, especially those
businesses that are transitioning from
a traditional business model.
Further, these businesses may be
running multiple (potentially incompatible)
systems across their sales and marketing
operations, with opportunities for
consolidating to one system and achieving
cost savings and efficiencies. Indeed, over
half (57%) of businesses in the region
report paying too much for a suite of
digital systems from different providers.

Sitecore

Table 3.1. Statements on business operations
My business …

% of Asia-Pacific business respondents
that agree or strongly agree

has higher levels of customer engagement than five years ago

80%

knows and can target individual customers

77%

analyses customer data to inform decision making

74%

is able to collect data consistently at different stages of the customers’ buying journey

72%

has a commerce system tailored to our needs

72%

has higher levels of customer engagement than last year

71%

uses personalised marketing, tailoring messages based on previous purchases
or browsing history

70%

uses software and data to decide when to contact customers

70%

is paying too much for a suite of digital systems from different providers

57%

has lost revenue or sales through inadequate commerce systems

54%

Source: Deloitte Access Economics survey (2017), Research Now
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3.3 Benefits of using digital tools
Increased sales and keeping up with
the market are the main reasons why
businesses use digital tools in the
region (Chart 3.1). Interestingly, this
aligns with recent research on Australian
small-to-medium sized businesses (SMBs)
that found reaching new customers
in order to expand sales as the main
perceived benefit of digital technology
(Deloitte Access Economics, 2017a).
However, in five years’ time businesses
see reach and cost becoming more
influential on the decision to use digital
tools (Chart 3.2).

That said, benefits that are more
sophisticated and relevant to customer
experience and personalisation, like
better customer experience, were less
prominent. This suggests that some of
the markets included in the study may
be less developed in their adoption of
digital channels.
The benefits of using digital tools are
largely consistent across the six countries
with increased sales currently the main
motivation for businesses using digital tools.
In saying that, there are slight differences
between countries in 5 years’ time, with
improved reach and lower cost overtaking
increased sales as the main driver for using
digital tools in China, India and Singapore.
In addition, a higher level of market
competition in Japan and India sees keeping
up with local competitors become a more
prominent reason for using digital tools
compared to Australia and New Zealand.

Chart 3.2. Reasons for using
digital tools, 5 years’ time

Chart 3.1. Reasons for using
digital tools, now

12.0%

17.0%

9.9%
9.9%

46.2%

45.7%

9.6%

9.9%

12.1%
8.4%

8.5%

10.7%
Note: Other in Charts 3.1 and 3.2 includes the
remaining options given to respondents, including
keeping up with international competitors, allows
business to export, retaining relevance, online
marketing, personalised offers and advertising,
better customer experience, reduces staff costs and
overheads, allows collection of customer data, easier to
follow up with customers, other and don’t know.
1

Increased
sales

Customer
experience

Keeping up with
local competitors

Reach more
customers

Cheaper
market channel

Other

Source: Deloitte Access Economics survey (2017), Research Now
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4. Business perspectives

4.1 Perspectives on the customer
journey and commerce
Businesses in the Asia-Pacific region
believe that a personalised and positive
customer experience across each channel
is an important part of their commerce
strategy. Over three-quarters of businesses
across the Asia-Pacific region agree that
commerce is now about improving the
online customer experience (Table 4.1),
showing that in a world of multi-channel
engagement, a growing sophistication
around the use of digital tools is helping
to provide a personalised and consistent
customer experience to better meet
customer demands.

While once, the extent of businesses’
'ecommerce strategies' would have been
having a website or an online shopping
cart, they are now recognising the value
of the online experience. Significantly,
countries in the Asia-Pacific region account
for more than half of the world’s chat app
users, largely driven by Chinese consumers
who represent almost half of these users
in the region (CMO, 2017).
This increased online focus ties in with
the view that consumers are increasing
expecting faster online responses to
questions or issues. In Australia, over half
(52%) of SMBs respond within the hour
for customer enquiries and complaints
(Deloitte Access Economics, 2017a).

Businesses still see continual
engagement with customers as
important with 82% of businesses
indicating that the journey does not
finish when the sale is made. This is
consistent with the rising importance
of experience commerce in recent years.
Four out of five businesses are also
reporting that consumers are increasingly
expecting faster online responses to
questions or issues.

Table 4.1. Business perspectives on the customer journey
% of Asia-Pacific business respondents
that agree or strongly agree
The journey does not finish after a sale is made – continual engagement is important

82%

Collecting customer insights and data is important to the business

81%

Consumers are increasingly expecting faster online responses to questions or issues

80%

Considering how to integrate new technologies such as artificial intelligence
with personalisation is important

77%

Commerce is now about improving the online customer experience

76%

Personalised marketing drives engagement and sales

75%

My business can make an impact online in 5 seconds

59%

Businesses have just 5 seconds to make an impact

58%

Source: Deloitte Access Economics survey (2017), Research Now
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Across the region, more than threequarters (77%) of businesses believe
that considering the integration
of new technologies such as artificial
intelligence is important for businesses
in achieving personalised customer
experiences and engagement. Looking
forward, 40% of small-to-medium sized
businesses in Australia expect to be
expanding their use of technology to
incorporate machine learning and other
new technology within their business
operations in the next five years (Deloitte
Access Economics, 2017b).
4.2 Digital marketing and commerce
Marketing theory tells us that the 4 P’s
of marketing; price, product, promotion
and place, are the most important
differentiators for a successful product
offering. Businesses in the region ranked
competitive pricing as well as products
and services as the two most important
factors to successful digital marketing
and commerce (Chart 4.1). However, in a
digital commerce environment, promotion
and place are becoming less prominent
factors for business in the region.
12

The results show that, after price and
product, the next three most important
factors in successful digital marketing
and commerce are ease of buying
online, converting customers into
advocates and the digital customer
experience. Advocates have become more
important in the digital age with platforms
such as social media becoming significant
influences on purchasing decisions
(Deloitte, 2017). A greater focus on
personalisation and experience commerce
can help to achieve this and digital tools
can support by tracking customers
downstream, offering relevant promotions
and dynamic pricing techniques.
The main factors that influenced successful
digital marketing and commerce were
consistent across most countries,
except for India, where making it easier
for customers to buy online as well as
promotions ranked higher than the
product or service itself (Figure 4.1).
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Chart 4.1. Factors important in successful digital marketing and commerce
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Figure 4.1. Top 3 factors for successful digital marketing and commerce, by country
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4.3 Barriers to adopting digital tools

Furthermore, over 60% of businesses
in the region described their commerce
systems as having multiple digital platform
products for different commerce stages.
With multiple systems, businesses will
likely find it difficult to not only coordinate
existing digital platforms but also struggle
to integrate new tools into their framework.
This speaks to the benefits of having one
system across the entire customer journey.

Integration and cost are the highest
barriers to the adoption of digital
commerce tools for businesses in the
Asia-Pacific region (Chart 4.2). Given
the size of the businesses surveyed in
this analysis, it is likely that these larger
businesses are operating multiple
systems across their sales and marketing
operations, with resulting integration
challenges. For example, different systems
may run on different programming
languages and data collected may not
be easily comparable with outputs from
other systems, which means the customer
journey can be challenging to track.

Barriers to adoption are largely consistent
across countries with cost, time and
integration proving problematic
(see Chart 4.3 below). Cost is more of a
barrier in India, while having other strategic
priorities is a large barrier in Australia, New
Zealand and China.

The results from this survey also echo the
findings of Australian Bureau of Statistics
research (2016) which found that over 40%
of Australian businesses cite cost and lack
of skilled persons as the most commonly
identified barriers to adopting technology.

Chart 4.2. Barriers to adoption of digital tools
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24.9%

20.1%
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5%

10.8%
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Cost
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Source: Deloitte Access Economics survey (2017), Research Now
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Chart 4.3. Top 3 barriers to adopting digital tools by country
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ANSYS: a traditional business moving online
ANSYS, an engineering simulation software company, was established over 40 years ago and offers a range of engineering
simulation products. These products help clients like international aviation and electronic companies solve complex design
challenges and engineer new and innovative products.
Sandeep Dravid, Director – Ecommerce and Web Systems, is based in India and explains that ANSYS had traditionally used
commerce platforms for content management and digital marketing. However, in recent years, ANSYS introduced an ecommerce
platform with the key objectives being better product awareness and more seamless integration with their existing website.
A major challenge for ANSYS was integrating this new ecommerce platform into their existing business model. Sandeep
highlights that despite ANSYS being a “traditional thinking company”, the platform was rolled out successfully and has since
generated several benefits for ANSYS. In particular, ANSYS has seen around 30-40% growth in the number of apps downloaded
since the platform’s introduction, a result of not only changes to business processes but also the new platform and better
customer experiences.
In the next year, ANSYS plan to introduce more products and services onto their ecommerce platform.
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5. Key actions to achieve
business change
5.1 The future of commerce and
risks of inaction
Commerce continues to shift online and
adapt to the changing needs of modern
day consumers. In particular, ecommerce
embraces various ways of transacting
business through electronic data, allowing
products to be offered and sold on a range
of digital mediums that are convenient
and readily accessible. Online channels
are already an important complement
to physical outlets, assisting businesses
in developing a multi-channel system
of distribution.
Despite a fall in the utilisation of
traditional distribution channels,
customers still desire a seamless,
personalised experience. Personalisation
of information, through data analytics, is
a key part of personalising a customer’s
experience and can result in higher sales
for businesses.
Businesses that do not embrace the
shift online and the increasing focus
on personalisation and customer
experience risk being left behind.
A better digital marketing strategy can
provide financial benefits and boost
the level of customer engagement for a
business (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2). Further,
it is estimated that for businesses in the
region, increasing use of digital channels
for transacting by 5% is associated with
a 3.5% increase in revenue growth, given
personalisation and a consistent customer
experience is maintained.

5.2 Key actions
The multi-channel customer journey and
focus on personalisation and experience
commerce continues to evolve. The
challenge for business is to find the
right blend between physical and digital
channels in a world where the shift online
is becoming increasingly important to
business success. There are a number
of ways that businesses can make the
most of the opportunities presented
and capitalise on these changes.
Firstly, businesses need to embrace
the multi-channel customer journey.
Consumers move between physical
and digital channels in researching and
purchasing products and the customer
experience should move with them.

While there are many available
technologies across the multi-channel
spectrum, it is important that businesses
use them right. This can be achieved by
not mixing the different channels and
duplicating the information presented to
customers. In the past, marketers typically
thought that the more people they can
contact, the greater the response and
therefore the sales (Sacristan, 2013).
However, given the current level of
market saturation, consumers are more
likely to be less engaged with marketing
if the same message is coming from
multiple channels. Further, it is important
that these messages are consistent and
relevant to consumers.
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Businesses may consider effectively
coordinating the different channels within
their operations to reinforce the multichannel experience. According to Dixon
et al. (2010), the largest frustration from
customers is having to repeat their situation
every time they interact with a different
department of the same company.

However, it is important to recognise
that different businesses have different
business models. There is no ‘one-size-fitsall’ approach to commerce operations and
commerce is not just about transacting
online. Hence, the appropriate commerce
strategy for B2C compared with B2B
selling may be very different.

Business data is captured across multiple
channels, including a businesses’ point of
sale (POS) data, websites and other digital
platforms. Over 60% of businesses in the
region are using multiple systems across
their sales and marketing operations,
meaning that businesses may be faced
with the challenge of consolidating data
across multiple sources to get a complete
understanding of their customers.
Investing in an integrated commerce
system that can bring together insights
across customers’ researching and
shopping journeys may be of benefit to
these businesses.

At one end of the spectrum, smaller
businesses may not be able to afford
‘best in class’ systems for all aspects of
their commerce operations. By adopting
one system and an integrated commerce
environment that is able to play multiple
roles across experience management,
email marketing and personalisation,
the business is better placed to reduce
integration barriers.

Regardless of their operations, business
can achieve benefits from streamlining
their systems. For example, if a business
is running different commerce systems
based on different web and commerce
programming languages (such as Java,
PHP and .Net) and splitting operations
across multiple systems, there is
duplication of staff and different skills
required across their workforce. There
may also be duplication in infrastructure
and managed services. An integrated
and consistent system using a single
programming language will increase
efficiencies and save the ongoing cost
of training that comes from having to
work between multiple systems from
different vendors.
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Larger businesses, or those which already
invest in an integrated commerce system,
should consider how this could be extended
further. This could encompass a greater
range of opportunities for the business,
for example in analysing its data and
increasing the scope of personalised
communication with customers. Data
analytics can unlock powerful insights into
the customer journey and allow businesses
to personalise communications and provide
relevant information to potential consumers.

Summary of key actions
•• Embrace the multi-channel
customer journey and ensure
a consistent experience across
physical and digital channels
•• Invest in an integrated and
consistent system that can
bring customer data together
from multiple sources while
increasing efficiencies and
reducing staff costs
•• Analyse customer data and
increase the scope of personalised
communication with customers.
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Appendix A
Survey and modelling approach
Econometric modelling was used to
quantify the relationship between the
utilisation of digital commerce channels
and revenue growth.
In order to analyse this relationship,
we created a variable (‘Digital %’) for
the proportion of customer purchases
conducted through digital channels (email,
website, other online, mobile and social
media) against revenue growth, based on
the survey data collected from businesses
in the region
A.1. Survey

A.2. Economic model

A.4. Interpretation

Data cleaning was undertaken for
the 747 survey results used for the
modelling, removing observations with
no revenue recorded or misrepresented
revenue figures.

The reported results are the marginal
impacts of higher digital engagement
after controlling for other business
characteristics, including size, location
and industry, which means that individual
experiences with larger digital channel use
are likely to vary.

The economic model used to quantify the
relationship between digital utilisation
and revenue growth is summarised in the
following equation;
Revenue growth = Digital % + log(Employ)
+ Industry + Country

Data for this project was gathered using
an online survey undertaken by Research
Now. Research Now surveyed a sample
of 1,033 businesses with more than 250
employees and located in various countries
throughout the Asia-Pacific region,
including Australia, New Zealand, Japan,
China, India and Singapore.

The model used controls for number
of employees (to control for size of
operations)and the industry that the
business operated within and country. In
this model, we applied a linear regression
framework to measure the statistical
relationship between the variables.

The majority of respondents to the
survey were responsible for managing
the customers’ buying journey and in
particular, customer groups including
corporations, individuals and households
and small businesses. As part of the
survey, respondents were asked questions
about the business’ level of engagement
with various digital commerce tools,
performance with respect to metrics such
as revenue and employment and general
business characteristics such as age,
industry and location.

It is important to note the general issue of
causality for modelling. It is possible that
higher levels of revenue growth drives
greater utilisation of digital commerce
channels if strongly performing businesses
had more time or resources to invest in
taking-up more channels rather than vice
versa. This effect would be mitigated by
employee size controls, yet there is likely
to remain some correlation between
more successful businesses so that the
estimated revenue difference between basic
and advanced communication systems
may be smaller than estimated. However,
our previous experience and research in
this area suggests that utilising a greater
number of digital channels for transacting
does significantly boost revenue.

A.3. Causality
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